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	If you have purchased this book or if you are even thinking about purchasing this book,
	you probably have some interest in taking the CWSP ® (Certifi ed Wireless Security Professional)
	certifi cation exam or in learning what the CWSP certifi cation exam is about. The
	authors would like to congratulate you on this fi rst step, and we hope that our book can
	help you on your journey. Wireless local area networking (WLAN) is currently one of
	the hottest technologies on the market. Security is an important and mandatory aspect
	of 802.11 wireless technology. As with many fast - growing technologies, the demand for
	knowledgeable people is often greater than the supply. The CWSP certifi cation is one way
	to prove that you have the knowledge and skills to secure 802.11 wireless networks successfully.
	This study guide is written with that goal in mind.


	This book is designed to teach you about WLAN security so that you have the
	knowledge needed not only to pass the CWSP certifi cation test, but also to be able to
	design, install, and support wireless networks. We have included review questions at the
	end of each chapter to help you test your knowledge and prepare for the exam. We have
	also included labs, white papers, and presentations on the CD to facilitate your learning
	further.


	Before we tell you about the certifi cation process and its requirements, we must
	mention that this information may have changed by the time you are taking your test. We
	recommend that you visit www.cwnp.com as you prepare to study for your test to check out
	the current objectives and requirements.
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Applied Data Mining: Statistical Methods for Business and Industry (Statistics in Practice)John Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Data mining can be defined as the process of selection, exploration and modelling of large databases, in order to discover models and patterns. The increasing availability of data in the current information society has led to the need for valid tools for its modelling and analysis. Data mining and applied statistical methods are the...
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Perl DebuggedAddison Wesley, 2001
"This book was a joy to read. It covered all sorts of techniques for debugging, including 'defensive' paradigms that will eliminate bugs in the first place. As coach of the USA Programming Team, I find the most difficult thing to teach is debugging. This is the first text I've even heard of that attacks the problem. It does a fine job. Please...
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Computational Science - ICCS 2004: 4th International Conference, KrakГіw, Poland, June 6-9, 2004, Proceedings, Part ISpringer, 2004
The four-volume set LNCS 3036, LNCS 3037, LNCS 3038 and LNCS 3039 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Computational Science, ICCS 2004, held in Kraków, Poland in June 2004.
The four volumes present more than 550 reviewed contributed and invited papers of the main conference and its 30 workshops....
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Validation and Verification of Automated Systems: Results of the ENABLE-S3 ProjectSpringer, 2019

	The book summarizes the main results of the the project ENABLE-S3 covering the following aspects: validation and verification technology bricks (collection and selection of test scenarios, test executions envionments incl. respective models, assessment of test results), evaluation of technology bricks in selected use cases and standardization...
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Mastering Python Scientific ComputingPackt Publishing, 2015

	A complete guide for Python programmers to master scientific computing using Python APIs and tools


	About This Book

	
		The basics of scientific computing to advanced concepts involving parallel and large scale computation are all covered.
	
		Most of the Python APIs and tools used in scientific...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Windows Server 2003 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
Quick and concise coverage of the most important features of .NET Server. Hands-on, easy-to-follow content that allow the reader to install and configure .NET Server. Coverage of advanced networking features such as Virtual Private Networking and Routing and Remote Access. Provides an overview of the .NET initiative and what that means for IT...
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